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Abstract

This paper addresses issues encountered in measuring the general, 6-degree-of-freedom motion of a human head. A 

complete mathematical description for measuring the head motion using the six-accelerometer configured bite-bar is 

suggested. The description shows that the six-axis vibration cannot be completely obtained without the roll, pitch and 

yaw angular velocity components. A new method of estimating the three orthogonal (roll, pitch and yaw) angular 

velocities from the six acceleration measurements is introduced. The estimated angular velocities are shown to enable 

further quantitative error analysis in measuring the translational and angular accelerations at the head. To make this 

point clear, experimental results are also illustrated in this paper. They show that when the effects of angular velocities 

are neglected in the head vibration measurement the maximum percentage errors were observed to be more than 3 % 

fbr the angular acceleration of the head and to be close to 5 % fbr its translational acceleration, respectively. It means 

that the inclusion of all the angular velocity dependent acceleration components gives more accurate measurement of 

the head vibration.
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I. Introduction

The transmission of seat vibration to the head has been 

extensively investigated by numerous researchers [ 1 ] for longer 

than 50 years. The vibration transmissibility (i.e., the frequency 

response function from the input vibration on the seat to the 

output vibration at the head) has been usually measured. The 

measured transmissibility gives useful information about the 

biodynamic responses of the whole—body to the various vibration 

environments and their effects on the loss of comfort, activity 

interference, and potential injury. It has become apparent that 

numerous experimental factors, categorized as the "intrinsic" 

variables (related to the individual subjects) and the "extrinsic" 

variables (related to the experimental conditions), can have large 

effects on the results of seat~to-head transmissibility[l].

Most early researches were concerned with only vertical seat 

motion and vertical head vibration. International Standard 7962 

(1987) and recent International Standard CD 5982 (1999) gives a 

'grand averaged* 1 transmissibility [ 1 - 3 ] to the head of seated 

subjects exposed to the vertical vibration on the seat. However, it 

has been reported that even the single-axis vertical or horizontal 

excitation on the seat generates not only the vertical head 

vibration but also other multi—axis head vibration components, 

e.g. fore-and-aft motion, lateral motion and rotational motions 

(i.e., roll, pitch, and yaw)[4,5].
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Lfader the assumption that the motion of the head satisfies that 

of a rigid-body within the frequency range of interest, the 

rotational motions such as roll, pitch and yaw are not affected by 

the measurement location. However, the translational motion on 

the head varies with the location of measurement with respect to 

the center of rotation due to its rotational motion. Consequently, 
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it is of importance to take account of the influence of 

measurement positions for analysis of the general motion of head 

vibration.

For this purpose, some researchers attenpted to examine the 

multi-axis global motion of the head using a limited number of 

locally measured accelerations[6]. It was shown that the 

multi-axis global motions of the head are extrapolated from the 

measurements by using the rigid body kinematics. Althou^i it is 

known that the nine-axis method[7] or the twelve-axis models 

[8-10] are necessary to evaluate the global motions of the head 

completely, six linear accelerometers,顽ch are referred to as 

"six-axis bite-barN[6], are more often used to do it. The reason 

comes from the fact that the former measurement device using 

nine or twelve axis accelerometers requires the three sets of 

accelerometer-supporting rods assembled perpendicularly while 

the latter uses only two rig!—an어此 supporting rods fixed on the 

horizontal plane. Thus, the latter has a simpler structure to use. 

But, in the latter case, the rotational motions are assumed to be 

sufficiently small so that the evaluation procedure of the 

multi-axis global head motion is simplified as in the work by 

Paddan and Gri命[6]. However, the measuremsit uncertainty of 

this simplified evaluation method has rarely been reported.

At the onset of this work, it became apparent that it is not 

inhibited to estimate the three-axis angular velocity coirp)nents 

of the head motion from the measured acceleration signals of the 

sin耳)le—structured six-axis bite-bar. This p気)er su^ests a logical 

way of their estimation and then proposes a complete form for 

the measurement of six-degree-of-freedom head motiai evai by 

using accelerometers. Detailed mathematical descriptions are 

presented not only to improve the accuracy of the head motion 

measurements but also to analyse the measurement uncertainty of 

the previous method. The seated body vibration test was done in 

collaboration with Paddan and Giffin in ISVR The experimental 

results are illustrated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed method. They show that the previously neglected tenns 

can be of importance in the accurate measurement of the multi- 

axis head motion depending on the measurement positions chosen.

II. Head Vibration Measurement Device

The accelerations at the head were measured using the six-axis 

bite-bar of weight about 140 g shown in Figure 1. Six 

translational accelerometers with the very low frequency response 

up to DC (Entran EGA-125(F)*-10D) were installed in the 

differently positioned three blocks. A single accelerometer in 

block 1 (front right side) is oriented in the z-axis. Three 

accelerometers in block 2 (front left side) are orthogonally set 14) 

in the x, y, and z-axis directions and two accelerometers in block 

3 (ba사【left side) are oriented in the y and z-axis directions. The 

distance between front block 1 and 2 was chosen to be dy = 200 

mm such that the paired z-a/s accelerometers at block 1 and 2 

were used to evaluate the angular velocity and acceleration of the 

x-axis (roll motion component). Similarly, the 銓 between block 

2 and 3 was chosen to be dx = 150 mm such that the paired y 

and z-axis accelerometers were used to estimate the angular 

velocities and accelerations of the z-axis and y-axis, i.e. yaw and 

pitch motion conponents, respectively. A T-shaped aluminum rod 

on which a dental mould was mounted was attached to the center 

of the lateral rod joining block 1 and 2. In this configuration, the 

lateral rod was located 35 mm anterior to the object's front 

teeth. The subject uncta- test was asked to bite the dental mdd so 

that the bite-bar is almost rigidly attached to the subject's head.

III. Mathematical Derivation of Head 
Vibration

The use of six accelerations measured from the bite-bar 

introduced in previous section 2 is attempted to derive a 

complete mathematical form of the head motion. This attempt 

consists of three evaluation procedures： evaluations of (1) 

three-axis angular velocities of the head, (2) three-axis angular 

accelerations of the head, and (3) three-axis translational

Figure 1. A bite-bar with six translational accelerometers for measuring 
vibration in the three translational and three rotational axes 
of the head on the moving reference frame {B).
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accelerations of the head at the position of interest. The rigid 

body kinematics is exploited in those evaluation procedures to 

derive their evaluation formula under the assumption that the 

head is sufficiently rigid in the frequency range of interest, i.e. 

0.5 to 30 Hz.

3.1. Evaluation of Three Axes Angular Velocities
Under the assumption that the head is rigid, the translational 

velocity of the head VP at the position P described in the 

moving frame {B} (refer to Figure 1),血ch is attached to the 

bite-bar, can be written as[ll]

Vp=v2+coxp (!)

where v2 is the velocity at block 2, i.e., the origin of the 

moving reference frame and co is the angular velocity of the 

head. The detailed components of the vectors are

V2 = v2xi+V2yj+v2zk (2)

(o = ®xi+ wyj+(wzk (3)

P = Pxi + Pyj+PzR (4)

The position vectors for block 1 and block 3 can be written as

Pi =-dj, P3 =-dj (5)

Substituting equation (5) into equation (1), we can obtain 

algebraic equations for the measured translational velocities at

blocks 1 and 3, i.e. as follows：

viz = v2z -dtdy ⑹

V3y = V2y — ⑺

V* = v& + CDydx (8)

From equations (6), (7) and (8), the three angular velocity 

components of the head can be written as follows：

dy , > d, , J* ⑼

It is interesting that the angular velocities of the head defined 

in equation (9) are exact and that they are experimentally 

determined from the five translational velocity components 

{yiz，V2y,V2z，V3y,V3z}, which are readily obtained by 

integrating the corresponding accelerometer signals at block 1, 2, 

and 3. This angular velocity estimation procedure will be 

exploited to analyse their effects on the measurement uncertainty 

of a general head motion.

3.2. Evaluation of Three Axes Angular Accelerations
The translational acceleration ap of the head at the position P 

can be written from the rigid body kinematics as[7,ll]

ap =a2 +axp + ©x(©xp) (負)

where a2 is the acceleration of block 2 and a is the angular 

acc인eration of the head and ® is its angular velocity. Detailed 

vector components in equation (10) are given as

a2 =a2xi+a2yj + a2zk (11)

a=axi + ayj + azk (⑵

Substituting equation (5) into equation (10)t we can obtain 

algebraic equations for the measured translational aoc신©rations at 

blocks 1 and 3, i.e. a3y»a3z} as follows：

昵=%-Ldy-oiyCOzdy (13)

a3y 드 a2y—azdx—°V0ydx (14)

a3z=a2z + aydx-(oxcozdx (15)

From equations (13), (14) and (15), we can have the angular 

accelerations of the head a explicitly as follows：

a = aA +aR
=(a J + aAyj + a^ + ta J + aJ + a^k) (16)

where

an = —(0 (0 an = co co a„ = —a) coRx ywz f 으Ry wxwz f、*Rz 우‘x'시y
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The angular acceleration a is found to be divided into two 

parts, such as 'translational acceleration-dependent terms' ctA 

defined in equations (17), and 'angular velocity-dependent terms' 

aR defined in equation (18). Equations (16)-(18) indicate that 

the angular accelerations of the head can be experimentally 

obtained from both the measured five tran아ational accelerations 

^iz，a2y»a2z»a3y»a3z} and the three angular velocities 

^x,coy,coz} The angular velocity-dependent terms, which 

consist of second-order products of angular velocities, are in 

details examined for analysis of their relative significance in the 

real measurement of head vibration.

3.3. Evaluation Of Three Axes Translational 
Accelerations

The mathematical description for the translational acceleration 

of the head aP at position P can be obtained from equation (10). 

Substituting equations (16)-(18) into equation (10), we have a 

complete form of three axes tran이ational accelerations ap as

ap = apA + apR

=(apA,xi + aPA,yj + apA,zk) + (apR,xi + apR-yj + apRzk) (19)

The detailed conponents of apA, which are dependent only on 

measured translational accelerations

(aiz»a2x，a2y»a2z»a3y»a3z), are written as follows：

Q Q , a3z -a2z „ a2y -a3y

aPA,x = a2x + —打-------------------- - -----------

아'X ux

apA,y

a?z _ a】z ^3Z — a?z
aPA,z = a為 + Py --匕一竺Px

Uy 아'x

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

and those of apR, which are dependent only on angular velocity 

components 奴,知糾}, are also written as follows：

aPR,x = -[«Dy)2 + (coz)2]px + 2(nxcoyPy + 2(ox(ozpz (21a) 

apR,y = -[(®z)2 + (®x)2]py + 2wyfflzpz (21b)

apR,z = -[(3x)2 + (®y)2]pz (21c)

Equation (19) is a complete form of the translational 

accelerations of the head that is experimentally determined from 

both measured six translational accelerations and the three 

angular velocities. Thus in order to get the more rigoro나s 

estimation of the translational acceleration of the head, the 

evaluations of angular velocity of the head should be made in 

addition to the measurements of six tran이ational accelerations.

It is interesting to note that the number of terms involved in 

each angular velocity-dependent term in equations (21a)-(21c) is 

different from each other* three terms for x—axis direction, two 

terms for y-axis direction and one term for z-axis direction. The 

numbers of terms are determined according to the bite-bar 

configuration, i.e. the locations and orientations of the six 

accelerometers mounted on the bite-bar.

IV. Experimental Procedure

An experiment for analysis of the head motion due to vertical 

seat vibration was conducted in ISVR using an electrohydraulic 

vibrator with the maximum stroke of 1 m A male subject (hei^it 

=1.83 m, weight = 73 kg) was sited on the rigid flat seat in the 

normal (subject's back erected without backrest) and slouched 

(siting with a slight stoop and shoulders held forward) postures. 

Input stimuli were chosen to be bandpass filtered Gaussian 

random vertical motions with the equal acceleration power 

spectral density in the frequency range of 0.5 to 30 Hz. Three 

vibration amplitudes were chosen to be： 0.5, 1.0 ,and 2.0 nVs2 

(r.m.s.), each with the duration of 60 seconds. For each 

experimental condition, the six translational accelerations at the 

three measuring blocks on the bite-bar were simultaneously 

measured for analysis of the head motion.

V. Results and Discussion

In the previous study by Paddan et the angular and 

translational accelerations of the head were calculated only from 

the six measured accelerations throu^i the approximate procedure 

without considering the angular velocity-dependent terms in 

equations (18) and (21a)-(21c). However, a coirplete set of head
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Table 1. The r.m.s. values of the calculated angular velocities for different s니bject's post니res and seat acceleration levels.

Axis
^\Level

Normal Slouched

0.5 m/s2 1.0 m/s2 2.0 m/s2 0.5 m/s2 1.0 m/s2 2.0 m/s2

Roll, wx (rad/s) 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.10

Pitch, (rad/s) 0.07 0.13 0.21 0.09 0.18 0.33

Yaw,"七 (rad/s) 0 02 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.07

motion formula suggested in this paper is used to analyse the 

effects of the previou외y neglected terms. Their relative 

significance in the calculation of head motion are in details 

investigated in this chapter as the experimental conditions, e.g. 

excitation levels and subject's postures, vary.

5.1 ・ Estimation of Angular Velocities
The analysis of the head motion starts from the estimation 

procedure for the angular velocities of the head. Angular 

velocities ® can be estimated from the paired tran이ational 

velocities at the three measuring blocks as shown in equation (9). 

In this work, the translational velocity at each block is estimated 

by the spectrally equivalent integration' method using the Fourier 

transforms of measured acceleration signals. The method first 

makes the estimation of Fourier coefficients for the frequency 

range of interest from the time series of measured acceleration 

signals, second integrates the continuous time domain acceleration 

mod인 constructed by the estimated Fourier coefficients to get the 

continuous time domain velocity model, and finally determine the 

time series of translational velocity from the obtained continuous 

velocity model at each sampling interval. The five translational 

v인ocities in equation (9), i.e., (vi/，v2y，v2z，v3^v3z} are 

obtained from the measured five acceleration signals 

(a]z,a2y,a2z,a3y,a3z} using the Fourier transform-based 

integration procedure. The angular velocities 奴,％%} in 

equations (9) were calculated using the integrated five 

translational velocities.

Table 1 shows the r.m.s. values of the calculated angular 

velocities for different subject's postures and seat acceleration 

amplitudes. The subject's head motion due to the vertical seat 

vibration in this experiment is observed to have larger pitch (03 y, 

rotation with respect to y-axis) conponent than roll (^x, rotation 

with respect to x~axis) and yaw (们z, rotation with respect to 

z-axis) components. It is usually observed in the whole body 

vibration experiments undertaken under the vertical seat vibration 

[12], It is also shown that angular velocity increases as seat 

vibration anplitude increases. Subject's postures are seen to effect 

on the amplitude of head motion： the slouched posture shows 

larger rotational motion of the head than the normal posture does 

in this experiment case. These calculated angular velocity 

components 玄0x，銘，03z} are used in the following sections to 

estimate the 'angular velocity-dependent' angular and translational 

accelerations.

5.2. Estimation of Angular Accelerations
To investigate how much the angular velocity-dependent terms 

in equations (18) effect on the angular acceleration of the head, 

the translational acceleration-dependent terms {으 in

equation (17) and angular velocity-dependent terms 

农心，°上尸以&} in equation (18) were corrpared Table 2 lists the 

percentage ratios of the r.ms. values, i.e. aRt/aAi for i = x, y, 

z, for different subject's postures and seat acceleration anplitudes. 

It shows that the angular accelerations (both of the translational 

acceleration dependent terms and angular velocity dependent 

terms) increase as seat vibration amplitude increases. The 

percentage ratios of aRi/aM for i = x, y, z・，also increases up 

to 3.3 % (yaw rotation for the slouched posture) as seat vibration 

increases. Subject's postures are seen to effect on the amplitude 

of head motion： the slouched posture yields larger angular 

accelerations of the head and more relative significance of the 

angular velocity-dependency than the normal jx)sture does in this 

experiment case. Results in Table 2 show that if the angular 

velocity-dependent terms in equations (18) are ne^ected, at least

3.3、 % systematic error is produced for angular acceleration 

estimation in this experiment case, It indicates that the rigorous 

estimation of the angular accelerations of the head is realized by 

considering the angular velocity dependent terms suggested in 

equation (18).
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Table 2. The r.m.s. va【니es of angular acceleration components aA, and the percentage ratios of the angular velocity-dependent terms to the 
translational velocity-dependent terms, *国"(j = x, y, z) for different subject's postures and seat acceleration levels.

Axis

__Posture

J、、丄 evel

Normal post니re Slouched posture

0.5 m/s2 1.0 m/s2 2.0 m/s2 0.5 m/s2 1.0 m/s2 20 m/s2

Roil, a a,x (rad/s2) 0.81 1.52 2.40 0.99 1.75 2.67

Pitch,a A,y (rad/s2) 2.55 3.97 6.03 2.91 5.70 9.59

Yaw, °，a,z (rad/s2) 0.56 1.09 1.39 0.68 1.04 1.52

aR,x (%) 0 2 0.3 04 0.5 0.5 0.9

aR,y/aA,y * (%) 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

(%) 0.4 0.8 1.8 0.6 1.5 3.3

*The percentage ratios are calculated with the r.m.s. values of % and those of 叽 for i = x, y, z.

Figure 2 shows the spectral distributions of the estimated 

translational acceleration-dependait terms ^Ax^Ay^Az} and its 

corresponding angular velocity-dependent terms * 仙，a Ry，00 } 

for the normal posture and the seat acceleration level of 1 m/s2 

(r.m.s). From the magnitudes of three translational 

acceleration-dependent terms plotted in Figure 2, larger pitch 

(a Ay) acceleration than roll (。心)and yaw (aAZ) accelerations 

are observed. To the contrary, the magnitudes of the angular 

v신odty-d印力ndent conponaits show a different trend： larger yaw 

(aRz) and roll (aRx ) components than pitch component (aRy) 

are observed. The reason comes from the fact that the dominant
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Figure 2, Spectral distributions of 'translational acceleration
dependent (bold line-typed) and 'angular velocity
dependent1 angular acceleration components (thin line- 
typed) for the normal posture and seat acceleration 

amplit니de 1 m/s2 (r.m.s.).
Roll . , _ ; Pitch,________..一......„.一 _.p.;

Yaw,______  . ,______ _ .

pitch motion (wy) shown in Table 1 contributes to the angular 

velocity dependent roll (aRx ) and yaw (aRz) components as 

shown in cq냐ation (18). These observations reveal that the 

relatively larger systematic errors for the estimation of roll and 

yaw accelerations are expected to exist rather than that of pitch 

acceleration when the angular velocity-dependant terms are 

neglected.

5.3. Estimation Of Translational Accelerations
The translational acceleration components of the head as 

already discussed in section 3.3 are determined from the six 

measured accelerations, three estimated angular velocity 

components, and the position of intere마 P = PJ + Pyj + P2k. In 

this section, the relative significance of the angular velocity- 

dowdent terne {君丄有七田尸為限} g equadcns (21a)-(21c) are 

analysed by comparing them to translational acceleration- 

depaidait tmns {apA,x>apA,y5aPA,z} in equation (20a)-(20c) f(r 

the different calculation positions. For the convenience of this 

analysis, the calculation position P = PJ + Pyj + Pzk, which is 

defined in the reference frame (B} shown in Figure 1, was 

chosen to be on the three biodynamic planes defined in ISO 8727 

[13] as shown in Figure 3 as follows：

Mid-coronal plane： Px ==-15.0cm, - 16.0cm < py <-4.0cm ) 

一 6.0cm < pz < 15.0cm;

Mid-sagittal plane； - 26.5cm < px < -3.5cm t Py =-10.0cm 

一 6.0cm < pz < 15.0cm ;
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Honzont 이

Figure 3. Biodynamic axes and biodynamic planes for the human 

head defined in ISO 8717 (by Paddan and Griffin [6]).

Horizontal plane： _ 26.5cm < px < -3.5cm, 

-16.0cm <py <-4.0cm( pz = 4.5cm.

Figure 4 shows the spatial distributions of the percentage ratios 

of the runs, values, i.e. apRu/apAj for i = x, y, z, on the three 

biodynamic planes for the slouched posture and seat acceleration 

amplitude 2.0 m/s2 (r.m.s). For the x-axis translational 

accelerations, the percentage ratios of the angular velocity

dependent terms (apR.x/aPA,x) increase up to 5.4 % for the 

horizontal plane shown in Figures 4(c). For the y-axis 

accelerations, the percentage ratios of the angular velocity— 

dependent terms (apR,y/apA,y) show small values below 1.7 % 

for all three biodynamic planes. For the z-axis accelerations, the 

percentage ratios of the angular velocity-dependent terms (ap^^/ 

，pA,z) increase 如 to 2.2 % for the mid-sagittal plane shown in 

Figure 4(b). The percentage ratios of x-axis conponents (apR-x/

2

5
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Figure 4. Spatial distributions of the percentage ratios of the angular velocity-dependent terms 

to the translational velocity dependent terms in translational acceleration of the 
head i£. . „ /. (i = x, y, z) for the slouched posture and seat acceleration level 
2 m/s2 (r.m.s) on three bio-dynamic planes, (a) Mid-coronal plane; (b) Mid-sagittal 
plane; (c) Horizontal plane.
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Table 3. The peak percentage ratios of the angular velocity-dependent terms to the translational velocity-dependent terms in the translational 
acceleration components of the head on the three biodynamic at seat acceleration amplitude 2 m/s2 (r.m.s) planes for different subject's 

post 니 res.

^\Posture

Axis

Mid-coronal plane Mid-sagittal plane Horizontal plane

Normal Slouched Normal Slouched Normal Slouched

apR,x/허pA,x * (%) 1.4 2.9 2.5 5.1 2.7 54

apR,y/apA,y* (%) 1.0 17 0.9 1.5 0.9 1.3

apR,z/apA,z* (%) 0.8 2.1 0.8 2.2 03 07

*The percentage ratios are calculated with the r.m.s. values of apR.> and those of apA.i for i = x, y, z.

apA.x) for the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 4b) and horizontal plane 

(Figure 4c) increase as the distance |이 increases, and the 

percentage ratios of the z-axis conponents (apR，z /apA,z) for the 

mid-coronal plane (Figure 4a) and mid-sagittal plane (Figure 4b) 

increase as the distance I이 increase. The reason is that the 

distances lpJ and |pJ are multiplied by the square of the large 

angular velocity (pitch) in the calculations of angular 

velocity-dependent terms as shown in equations (21a) and (21c). 

These products, i.e. the centrifugal acceleration conwnents of the 

head which are mainly produced by the pitch motion, become 

lager as the calculation position P is further from the origin of 

the moving reference frame. It means that when the angular 

velocity-dependant terms are neglected, the larger systematic 

errors in estimated x and z-axes translational accelerations should 

be inevitable as the distance between the calculation position P 

and the origin of the moving reference frame (block 2) increases.

Table 3 shows the peak percentage ratios of the angular velocity— 

depencfat terms to the translational acceleratiai-dependmt compo

nents of the head on the three biodynamic planes for the normal 

and slouched postures, and seat acceleration amplitude 2 m/s2 

(r.ms). The maximum percentage ratio of 5.4 % was observed in 

the x-axis acceleration conponait (%r,x /aPA,x) for the slouched 

posture, which occurs at the back of head and ear-height 

(Px =-26.5cm ? pz = 4.5cm) on the horizontal plane. The 

angular velocity-dependent tenns are observed to contribute about 

2 % to systematic measurement uncertainty on other axes. 

Relatively larger percentage ratios of the angular 

velocity-dependent tenns are observed in the case of the slouched 

posture than the normal posture. It reveals that the angular 

velocity-dependent terms become of more significance as the 

body posture is more relaxed as in case of the slouched posture 

since the magnitude of the pitch motion increases.

The relatively larger percentage ratio of x-directional 

acceleration component apR^ /aPA,x are observed compared to 

those of y and z-directional acceleration con車orients as shown in 

Tables 3. The reason is that much number of terms (in this case, 

three terms) are involved in x-directional acceleration corrponent 

apR-x in equation (21a) than y and z-axes components in 

equations (21b) and (21c) respectively. As mentioned in section 

3.3, the number of terms in equations (21a)—(21c) is determined 

by the bite-bar configuration such as the locations and 

orientations of the six accelerometers mounted on the bite-bar. It 

reveals that the significances of the an잉jlar velocity-dependent 

acceleration components are dependent upon the sensor 

configurations as well as the calculation position.

VI. Conclusions

This work has presented a complete description for measuring 

the six-degree-of-freedom motion of the head using the 

six-acc신erometer configured bite-bar. The description shows that 

the six-axis vibration of the head cannot be corrpletely obtained 

without the three orthogonal (roll, pitch and yaw) angular 

velocity components since the head acceleration consists of the 

translational acceleration-dependent, and the angular velocity

dependent, components. A new method of estimating the three 

angular velocities from the Fourier transform-based integration of 

the six acceleration measurements was introduced. The estimated 

angular velocities were used for the analysis of the systematic 

errors induced by neglecting the angular velocity-dependent 

components.

Experimental results showed that in the estimation of the head 

angular acceleration, the percentage ratio of the angular 
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velocity - dependent component to the translational acceleration

dependent component increases up to 3.3 % as the seat vibration 

level increases. From those experimental results, it can be 

concluded that the previously neglected (hence systematic error) 

angular v이ocity—related components become of more significance 

as the amplitude of the seat vibration increases. It is interesting 

to note that the angular velocity-related components contribute 

mostly to the yaw and roll motions although the pitch motion is 

dominant.

The tran이ational accelerations of the head were evaluated on 

the three biodynamic planes in order to examine the effect of the 

calculation position on the error characteristics. The percentage 

ratio of the angular velocity-dependent component to the 

translational acceleration—dependent one increases up to 5.4 % for 

x—axis acceleration. The maximum error is observed to occur at 

the back of head and ear-height. From those experimental results, 

it c건n be concluded that the error terms become of more 

significance as the distance between the calculation position and 

the reference sensor goes further, and th거t the errors in x-axis 

accelerations are mostly significant for the bite-bar configuration 

chosen.

Resultantly, the inclusion of angular velocity dependent terms 

suggested in this paper gives less systematic errors in measuring 

the 6-degree—of—freedom motion of the head.
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